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In the last fifteen years  a sincere effort has been made 
to  harness  the resul ts  of structural  linguistics to help the 
foreign language teacher.  The resul ts  of this  effort are fre- 
quently called the "new approach. t '  According to Fries, "The 
fundamental feature of this new approach consists in a scien- 
tific descriptive analysis as the basis upon which to  build the 
teaching materials.  1 

Linguists were becoming increasingly interested in the 
spoken language, and so were the language teachers. Phone- 
mics could help in the teaching of pronunciation. The phonemes 
of the native language were compared with those of the foreign 
language, with an eye out for potential trouble spots. But the 
possession of two inventories of phonemes was not the cure- 
all of all pronunciation problems.2 The realization of this 
state of affairs is leading to  increasing attempts to discuss 
the difficulties of the language learner when he meets a 
familiar sound in an unfamiliar environment o r  when the 
familiar sound enters  into clusters  in an unfamiliar way. Fries 
suggested in 1945: 

"This determining of the distinctive sounds that differ 
is only the first step (although an important one) in the 
scientific comparison of the language to be learned with 

'Charles C. Fries,  Review of F.  B.  Agard and H.  B.  Dunkel. Atl 
Investitation of Second Language Teaching, Language Learning I I  (1949) p. 90. 
* Yao Shen, V o m e  Departures from Strict Phonemic Representations, " 
Language Learning N (1952-53) pp. 83-91. 

Yao Men, "Phonemic Charts Alone Are Not Enough, " Language 
Learning, V (1955) pp. 122-129. 

Einar Haugen, "Problems of Bilingual Description, "Gorgetown Uni- 
versity Monograph Series on Languages and Linguistics, 
19. 

No. 7 (1954) pp. 9- 
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the native language of the learner. Each language has 
not only its own set of distinctive sound features; it also 
has only a limited number of characteristic sequences of 
consonants and vowels which make up the structural pat- 
tern of the syllables and words. From this fact arises 
the importance of finding the 'positions' in which the dis- 
tinctive sounds can occur, and the 'clusters' which they 
may form. I' 

For a foreshadowing of this point of view note also Henry 
Sweet in 1900: 

"The first [consideration as regards phonetic diffi- 
culties] is, that the difficulty of a sound depends more 
than anything on whether it is familiar or  unfamiliar, 
which is not an intrinsic, but a relative or, we may al- 
most say, an external difficulty. To the' unphonetic 
learner all unfamiliar sounds a r e  difficult, or even im- 
possible-at least, he thinks so. This applies also to 
unfamiliar combinations of familiar sounds. Thus even 
initial (ts) may be difficult to English speakers, as wel l  
as such combinations as ( f t  1) in Russian, because, al- 
though (ts) is a familiar combination, it is unfamiliar 
initial. I '  4 

The comparison of not-necessarily-related linguistic struc 
tures has lately become a matter of interest also to linguists 
working in the field of bilingualism. Their goal is to de- 
scribe what happens when two (or more) languages come in 
contact. To achieve this goal, Weinreich5 and Haugen have 
started to work on methods of setting up bilingual descrip- 
tions? 

'Charles C.  Fries,  Tearhing arid Learning English ar a Foreign Language,Ann 
Arbor, 19451, p .  16. 
4Henry Sweet, T h e  Practical Study of Languages, (1900), pp. 61-62. 
'Uriel Weinreich, 1,anguages in Contact, (New York, 1953). 
6Einar Haugen, "Problems of Bilingual Description. 
'i. e . ,  the comparative descriptions of linguistic structures. Weinreich, 
in Languages in Contact, uses the term "differentiai description"; Haugen, 
in a review of Weinreich's book, Language, XXX (1954), pp. 380-388, 
suggested the term "bilingual description." In an attempt to avoid the 
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What these two authors have done represents a systematic 
treatment of phenomena of bilingualism which can be of fu r -  
ther help to the foreign language teacher. It will be the 
purpose of this paper to briefly summarize the work done in 
bilingual description to  date, and to illustrate the potential 
usefulness of this type of work with a partial bilingual de- 
scription of English and Slovak from the point of view of the 
Slovak speaker learning English. 

A brief outline of Weinreich's work along these lines, is 
found in the review of his Languages in Contact in the book re- 
view section of this issue. 

Haugen, whose Norwegian Language in America: A Study in 
Bilingual Behavior appeared in the same year (1953), and whose 
book Bilingualism in the Americas: A Guide to Research is due 
to be published soon, also Decame interested in bilingual de- 
scription. In his  review of Weinreich's book, Haugen briefly 
mentions the importance of bilingual description "for the prac- 
tical problems of teaching foreign languages. In the article 
called "Problems of Bilingual Description, he shows how a 
bilingual phonemic descriptinn will  involve the making of 
"comparisons of allophones position by position, If and demon- 
strates how the types of interference can be summarized and 
systematized with the help of formulas. He maintains "that 
the identifications made between different phonemic systems 
by bilingual speakers can be predicted by careful bilingual 
description.. ." and ' I . .  .that these can be tested by experi- 
mentation and observation, and can then be stated as diaphonic 
formulas in which the phonemes of the respective languages 
constitute the terms.  I' 9 The relationship between the two 
par t s  of the formula he calls a diaphonic relationship, the 
members of the formula he calls diaphones of each other. 

serious problem of using "bilingual" in too many senses (e .g . ,  the 
speaker of more than one language, an inscription in two languages), 
I would prefer "dialinguistic description" which would be an extension 
of Haugen's use of "diaphone" and "diamorph. '' 
* Haugen', Review of Weinreich Languages in Contact, Language XXX (1954), 
p.  381. 
'Haugen, "'Problems of Bilingual Description," p. 19. For a more 
general discussion s e e  also Kenneth L. Pike, Language in Relation to 
a Unified Theory of the Structure of Human Behavior, (Glendale, Calif. 1954); 
Section 2 . 6  "Predictability of Difficulties in Learning to React Emic- 
ally to an Alien Emic System,"pp. 18-19. 
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Let us  now assume that we want to  teach English to 
speakers of Slovak. (Translated into Weinreich’s terms,  the 
primary system is Slovak; the secondary, English.) In order 
to  predict the interference we can make a bilingual descrip- 
tion of English 7 Slovak,!o i. e . ,  of how units in the struc- 
ture  of English will be identified with units in the structure of 
Slovak. We can test our results by using an informant. 

First we need to  find or  to make a phonemic analysis of 
each language. 

r ~ 
Summaries of English and Slovak Phonemic Systems 12 

English 

P t k 
b d g 

V B Z i  
E 
T 

f e s l  h 

m n 0 
I 
r 

W Y 

, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -  
i U 

e a o  
e 3 
= a  

ai ,  au, 31 

/t/ has a voiced flapped allophone 

The vowels have allophones of dif- 

Phonetically, /e/ and /o/ have an 

I U 

_ _ _ _ _ - - - - -  

in certain positions. 

ferent length. 

upward glide. 

Slovak 

P t t’ k 
b d d’ g 

f s e x  
v z k  h 

s 4  
m n d  

Y 
I 
I: 
r 
r: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - -  

i: U: 

i U 

e 0 
e: a 0: 

a: _ - _ - - - - - - - -  
ie,  ia, iu, uo 

/n/ has  a velar allophone before 

Voiced consonants may not occur 

Two consecutive consonants must 
both be voiced or voiceless with 
the exception of liquids, semi- 
vowels and /v/. ( /v/ could 
possibly be classed as a semi- 
vowel.) 

/k/ and /g/. 

in final position. 

~~~~ 

lo There i s  some objection to the > OA the basis that it implies time, 
but this i s  not really serious. In order that the Slovak speaker might 
identify one of his sounds with a sound in English, he will have had to 
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With the help of adequately detailed analyses, each major 
allophone of each English phoneme i s  examined with careful 
attention to the limitations in its distribution, and attempts 
are made to predict with which Slovak phoneme it will be 
identified. The predictions are then plotted on charts like 
those below.13 

_ _ _ _ _ ~  

hear  the English sound f i rs t .  Haugen uses  the p i n  his book Nor- 
wegian LanguuEe in America (U. of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, 
Penna., 1953) t o  express  loanwords, and later, in "Problems of Bi- 
lingual Description, l l  he extends its use to  bilingual description. 
" F o r  a discussion of the theoretical problems involved in choosing 
one rather  than another phonemic analysis see Haugen, "Problems of 
Bilingual Description, If pp. 12-19. 
12The lists of the phonemes are complete. The comments are incom- 
plete; they include only information pertinent to this  paper, i. e. pho- 
netic variants not used in the discussion below are intentionally omitted. 
The analysis of English is that used in Fr ies ,  Teaching and Learning 
English as a Foreign Language. It was chosen because it is an analysis 
of one dialect (one with which the writer is familiar), and because 
it is an analysis which is at present widely used in the teaching of 
English to foreign students. The analysis of Slovak is the writer's. 

Suggested by the charts in Henry M. Hoeningswald, "Diachronic 
Sound-Charts: A Technique to  Represent Sound-Change, I' Studies in 
Ltnguisticr, VI (1948) pp. 81-94. See also Einar Haugen, "A Note on 
Diachronic Sound Charts," SIL, VII (1949), pp. 63-66. 

13 
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Read the above charts a s  follows: It can be predicted that 
English /p/ will be identified with Slovak /p/ in all environ- 
ments. /b/ will be identified with /p/ before zero, with 
/b/ in a8other  environments. The fapped allophone of */t/ 

%ill be identified with /d/, the other allophones, with s/t/. 
/g/ will be identifie# with s/n/ when occurring before /k/ E and /g/, with s/nk/ when before zero,  with - / n d  elsewhere. 

(In indicating tne language by the subscripts, I follow the usage 
of Weinreich.) 

The charts  presented here  are incomplete, since they do 
not include such limitations on distribution as permitted con- 
sonant or  vowel sequences. The charts  could include these, 
but ca re  would have to  be taken to  subdivide each of the 
charts into smaller,  more manageable ones. An even better 
solution would be to  make separate char ts  for vowel or  conso- 
nant sequences. This,  however, would not be particularly 
useful for English 7 Slovak. (The comparison of the conso- 
nant sequences of these two languages will be discussed below.) 

We can now systematize the data appearing on the charts ,  
so that the interference can be summarized in diaphones. The 
following is the summary for the consonant systems: 

Weinreich's 
classifications 

phone substitution 

over -differentiation 
of phonemes 

under-differentiation 
of phonemes 

Diaphones according to  
the Haugen system14 

simple diaphones 

compound divergent 
diaphones 

a .E/ t  7 t;d/s 

b..h > n ; d S  

compound convergent 
diaphones 

a .  ,/%t 7 t/s 

b. E/4L,d > d/s 

c. E / v ' w 4 s  

Read as follows: 

English /h/ is interpreted by 
Slovak speakers as Slovak /h/ 

Some aihphones of English/t/ 
a r e  interpreted a s  Slovak /t/ , 
some a s  /d/ 

English / 8 /  and /t/ a r e  both 
interpreted as Slovak /t/ 

A l l  English voiceless consonants 
and final voiced consonants a r e  
interpreted as Slovak voiceless 
consonants 

I4Patterns for these formulas representing diaphones a re  found in 
Kaugen, "Problems of Bilingual Description, 'I  p. 12 f f .  
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Care must be taken t o  have only one phoneme on one 
side of the diaphone, otherwise the complexity of the formula 
could outweigh i ts  usefulness. This may at t imes mean the 
setting up of more than one diaphone to cover all  of the perti-  
nent details. Notice, for instance, that diaphone 3d adds in- 
formation which was intentionally omitted from diaphones 3b 
and 3c; and that diaphones 2a and 3a supplement each other. 

Before the diaphones are se t  up in final form they should 
be checked with more than one informant. If the phonemic 
systems of each language have been compared carefully, there 
should be little need for revision. For example, it might 
have been incorrectly predicted that the flapped allophone of 
the In listening to a na- 
tive Slovak speaking English, such a prediction would turn 
out to be incorrect and would send u s  back to recheck our 
bilingual description at  that point. Presumably, as more 
people work in this field, it will be possible to eliminate 
e r r o r s  of prediction. 

Ideally, our informants should be people who do not yet 
speak English, o r  who are in the first stages of learning the 
second language. If we use informants who have been trying 
to use English for a longer period of time, it will seem that 
there are more exceptions to our predictions. Thus, if  the 
informapt says /s€yu/ instead of the expected /stu:/ for "stew," 
it is probable that the informant has actually heard the word 
so  pronounced and has  learned it in that way. If the in- 
formant does not consistently identify /a/ with /a/, as w e  
predict he wil l  do, it is important to c%eck to  what extent he 
has been influenced by English spelling. 

If our primary goal in teaching a foreign language is not 
near-native perfection in pronunciation, but rather a pronunci- 
ation which avoids lexical misunderstanding, then not all  of 
the three types of diaphones are equally relevant. 

Phone substitution will not create problems in lexical 
understanding. Even though the phonetic realizations of /h/ 
a r e  audibly different from /h/, no misunderstandinzwill 
result  when /h/ is used in English words. 

Over-difgrentiation of phonemes will a lso not be a prob- 
lem. The Slovak speaker merely identifies allophones of an 
English phoneme as separate phonemes. Let us examine the 

/t/ would be identified with s/r/. E 

S 

S 
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two examples. The flapped allophone *of /t/ is identified 
withS/d/. Since in English there is no conprast between /t/ 
and/d/ in the position where the flapped allophone occurs (at 
least not in the dialect used in this paper, in which "bitter" 
and "bidder" have identical pronunciation) there will never be 
misunderstanding. /n/ has  a velar allophone before s/k/ 
and s/g/; English has  only / g /  before E/k/ and Though 
the phonemic interpretation is different, the gone t i c  result 
in this position is almost the same for the two languages. In 
other positions / g /  is identified with /ng/ (or s/nk/). This 
again would cauje no difficulty, since m English /g/ and /ng/ 
is a little used contrast. 

Under-differentiation of phonemes is the real cause of 
serious pronunciation problems. If /t/ and /e/ are under- 
differentiated and both are identifieEd with ,%/, we wi l l  get 

/baet, baefl > be:t /s. If the voicingand voicelessness of final 
!!onsonants is under-differentiated so that all final English 
consonants are identified with Slovak voiceless consonants we 
will further get E/baed, baet 7 be:t/s. 

The predictions for the interference in vowels are a little 
more complex for these two languages. W e  can predict that 
English syllabic nuclei will be interpreted as long o r  short: 

A t  first gqance the two sets of descriptions of the vowels 
seem almost parallel in position, with the exception of an 
extra front vowel in English. Here, more than ever it is im- 
portant to check the allophones, or  phonetic realizations of 
the phonemes. In Slovak, for example, there is a difference 
in the height of the vowels /e, e:/, but there is also a differ- 
ence in length. In the phonemicization, length is the distinc- 
tive feature. In the English vowels / E ,  ae/, which correspond 
to  this position, height is the distinctive feature. It can be 
predicted that / ~ * e / ~  and E/ae 7 e:/ . This, however, can 
be only pa r t i a l5  true. Trager and gmithls most often give 
six allophones of different length for any given English syllabic. 
It can, therefore, be predicted that the longer allophones of 
the English vowel will be identified with a Slovak long vowel, 
and the shorter ones with a short vowel. For  example, the 

S 
/g/. 

S 

/v 7v,v: /  . 

"George L. Trager and Henry Lee Smith, Jr. ,  A n  Oirtline of English 
Structure, SIL Occasional Papers 3, 1951. 
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shorter allophones of /ae/ as in /haet/ will a lso be identi- 
fied with s/e/ while &e longer ones, as in /kaen/ will be 
identified with g'e:/. The over-differentiation of ,/ae/ would 
by itself create no difficulty in understanding, except that it 
now produces an under-differentiation--/c, ae 7 e/g - and 
hence a problem. The two diaphones now are as follows: 

/c,  [d] > e/S; &[=*I > e:/S. Similar problems can be E predicted for the o e r  vowels. 
The phonetic realization of E/e/ will cause it to be identi- 

fied with It is probable that 
the more cfiphthongal allophones of E / ~ /  will be identified with 

/ou/. This will bring about an over-differentiation, but no 
Eroblem. 

The English diphthongs wi l l  probably be over-differentiated 
in that their  first element will be identified sometimes with 
a long and sometimes with a short Slovak vowel. This again 
will entail no lexical misunderstanding. 

The testing of the vowel diaphones with an informant, 
though it confirms most of these predictions, shows how very 
difficult it is to predict at which point on Trager  and Smith's 
scale of length a vowel wi l l  be interpreted as long by a 
speaker of Slovak. In other words, the informant doe= not 
automatically interpret the three shorter  allophones of an 
English vowel as short, and the three longer ones as long. If 
the informant has had long contact with English, he wi l l  be 
consistent in choosing always a long, or  always a short vowel 
for the same word. 

Slovak and English both have many consonant sequences. 
A comparison of these in initial, medial and final positions 
gives the following predictions: 1. The initial and medial se-  
quences will give no difficulty except to  the extent that the 
consonants in the sequence are under-differentiated. 2 .  Since 
al l  final consonants in Slovak must be voiceless, the pre-final 
consonants must follow the rules  of Slovak consonant sequences 
as stated under the inventory of phonemes above. Thus we 
expect r, and get E/ragz > raks/?: .E/bwz w b e d  (Note that 
A/-37 - -ts/ and i's thus iden ified with ,/c/). '3. In final c . .  position Slovak does not have any consonant sequences a s  
long as /-mpst/. We can expect a shortening of the se- 
quence. EActually, w e  get 

E 
E 

/ey /  and hence no problem. 

S '  
/-mpst 7 -nips/ E 
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A complete bilingual description tou ld  require that this 
phonemic par t  of the description be done in greater detail 
and that it be followed by a bilingual description of the two 
morphemic systems and of the positions in which morpheme 
classes  occurF 

Now that procedures for making bilingual descriptions are 
being more clearly defined, it is hoped that linguists and 
teachers trained in linguistics will contribute to the making 
of such descriptions. Contributions in this field will have 
both scientific interest  and pedagogic usefulness. 

l6 For  a correlation on and above the morpheme level of' French and 
English 2s well as German and English written utterances, see Rud S. 
Meyerstein, "A Positional Determination of Semantic Equivalences in 
French, English and German, 'I University of Michigan Doctoral Dis- 
sertation, 1955. 
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